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Administ rative poSts open
By Rachel Gagne
University search committees
will be looking this summer to fill
three principal administrative
posts left vacant this year by
successive resignations.
Interim President Jere Chase
said•the University "would be very
lucky if the permanent Deans for
WSBE(the Whittemore School of
Business and Economics) and
Liberal Arts were chosen by the
beginning of school." He said it
takes time "to be able to locate the
quality of person needed."
"The interim deans are
intelligent. I would expect the
positions to be filled later in the
·fall, "Chase said.
-Over the year Charles Warden,
WSBE dean; Allan Spitz, LA
dean; and Vice President of
Student Affairs Richard Stevens
resigned their posts.
On August I Evelyn Handler
will take charge as UNH's first
female president, replacing Chase.
Handler will have the responsiof recommending the candidates
bility of recommending the
candidatesy for the vacant
postions to the Board of Trustees
for their approval.
At the time of her appointment
on April IO Handler was the only
woman president of a publiclysupported land-grant and sea-

grant university in the United
States.
Dr. Handler,46, was dean of the
Division of Sciences and
Mathematics at Hunter College in
New York City when she was
unanimously elected by the UNH
'Board of Trustees.
Handler will take over in the top
administrative post during a
transitional period at UNH.
Chase said he would be talking
to Handler over the summer about{
the search committee for the VP of
student affairs position. Handler,
has the authority, Chase said, to
rearrange the vice president's
function.
"If I had a choice I would not
like to see as many leaving at the
same time. But people in
administrative posts should look
at posts for a fixed period of time,
then reevaluate their position,"
Chase said.
He added that the University
community should look at this as
"a good opportunity, which put all
together brings new ideas and new
life."
Chase said he did not think the
three resignations or the recent
appointment of Kurt Feltner as
Dean of Life . Sciences and
Agriculture were part of a
concentrated problem.
However, Stevens said he

Senate pressure s
Women's Center
By Barbara Stevens

The Women's Center will
continue next year · as a student
organization despite the loss of
Student Activity Fee (SAF)
funding.
In the wake of this year's battle
between the Student Senate and
the Women's Center, the Center
was left $5,000 poorer, and ·with
some bad memories. They did,
however, retain the use of a room
in the MUB.
The 15 member MUB Board of
Governors voted to reallocate
room 134 to the Women's Center,
until next December when they
will vote again.
"We're very-excited to get things
back together again," said Lisa
Palley, representative of the
Center.
"We think it will be better not to
get money from SAF. There will be
less restrictions on us."
"We're going to be working
throughout the summer to get
things organized," Palley said.
Palley said the Center hopes to
offer the same type of programs
next year as they have in the past.
This includes an "extensive"
feminist library, resource files,
referral services for gynecological,
counseling, or legal affairs, films,
and speakers.
Palley said the Center will have
to aim for programs that "don't
cost much because we don't have
any money."
They are .considering the
possibility of a big concert in the
fall to raise money, and, Palley
said, "We're going t<Y look for
other sources of funds besides
SAFC."
To do this they will probably
have to go through the Senate
.again to ask for special program
f\Jnding.
Steven Blume, speaker for the
Student Senate said he hopes the
Center will ask for program funds.
"I hope that we can patch up some
of the problems we had. As long ~s

I am there there isn't going to be
any bias against them."
The battle began in December
wheq the Student Senate found the
Women's Center irresponsible in
regards to SAFC funding. The
Senate decided the Center was not
·living up to its "concept." A
concept is what explains the goals
of a student organizaton. The
Women's Center's goal, as stated
in their concept, was to "work
Women's center, page 10

resigned April 28 under pressure
from administrators within the
University and the University
System. Stevens said he intended
to start a paid leave of absence July
1 and not return.
Charles Warden,dean of WS BE,
resigned at the end of February
citing a lack of faculty support and
an inability to obtain adequate
funding for WSBE.
Liberal Arts Dean Allan Spitz.
resigned in February to accept a
position as vice president for
academic affairs at the University
of Wyoming.
Chase admitted that in
Warden's case there was a different ·
situation. "He had lost the
confidence of the faculty. He was a
substantial.individual. "But, he just
didn't fit, "Chase said.
The circumstances surrounding
the various resignations were
unclear.
In Spitz's case, the dean left
because he sa~d. "The ~ituation is
much better financially (in
Wyoming), there is a better
leadership. And the support from
the legislature is very good."
In October 1978, Spitz had been
charged with trying to influence a
tenure case in the Political Science
Department. On March 1, 1979,
former UNH President Eugene
· Mills exonerated Spitz of charges
that he had abused his power to
influence the promotion and
tenure decision.
Spitz cited a 45 percent increase
in comparison to his present UNH
salary as one reason for his
departure. But he added that the
responsiblity and authority in his
new job are important.
Spitz had been the dean since
1971.James Smith was named
Interim Dean of Liberal Arts until
a replacement could be found.
Warden had volunteered his
resignation ~ffective immediately,
to Gordon Haaland, vice president
for Academic Affairs, at their last
meeting. Haaland said he had
asked Warden to resign. He had
been WSBE Dean since July 1977.
Administration, page 4

Tom Padian, of Keene State College, was elected Student Trustee
·
for next year.( Art Ulman photo)

Keene student
is ·elected Trustee
By Laura Flynn
Tom Padian is the result of
something new on UNH
campuses.
He is the new UNH student
trustee, for Durham, Keene &
Plymouth campuses, elected
March 17 by his fellow students at
Keene State College, in the first
general election for student
trustee.
In past years the student trustees
have been appointed by the New
Hampshire State governor. But a
bill sponsored by Representative
Leo Lessard and passed iast
summer gave students the right to
hold a general election to appoint
the student trustee.
The three campuses alten)ate

1

Pilot with motorized hang-glider attracts future student flyers.( Jonathan Blake photo)

yearly electing a trustee from their
campuses . . Padian will official1y
begin• as student trustee June l,
replacing 1979-80 trustee Ian
Wilson, who graduates from UNH
this June: When Padian graduates
in June 1981, the trustee will come
from th Plymouth State campus.
Padian, 20 competed against
two other Keene State students for
the position of trustee and believes
the students elected him because of
his two year's activity in Keene's
student government, Keene's
equivalent to UNH's Student
·
Senate.
"I was chairman of the Student
of
Government'·s Board
Selectman this year arid I chaired
various committees over the past
two years," Padian recalled. "I
think one of our biggest
accomplishments was closing
down our Main Street after two
students were hit on it. Now it's
only open to pedestrians."
A resident of ·Pelham, New
Hampshire, Padian attended
Bishop-Guertin . prep school in
Nashua before coming to Keene
State. He is majoring in Public
Affairs Journalism, and plans to
take twelve credits next year while
serving as Student Trustee.
"I figure I'll be putting in ·
anywhere from 15 hours to 50
hours work a week as Student
Trustee," Padian said. "Most
committee meetings are held at
UNH so rm sure I'll be in Durham
at least once or twice a week,~ he
added.
Padian plans to work primarily
on the biennial budget, due tQ be
revised this year, and wants to ·get ,
more students involved in the
"Students for University Systems"
organization.
"It's one thing for an
administrator to get up and say
'students need education,• and
another thing for a student to get
up ·a nd say 'I need an education,"'
Padian said. "Students have more
impact."
Padian said he wants to increase
and improve the quality of
communications between Student
Trustee and the students. He cites
similar problems between the
UNH and Ket?ne campuses.
stee, page 5
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Siel faces murde r trial June 16
retained by the courts, pending the emptied.
An autopsy showed that death
results of the April grand jury
Barney Siel, a former UNH
was caused by cerebral
freshman, will go to trial June 16 hearings.
Siel is presumed to be staying '1,t hemorrhaging, together with acute
on first degree murder and robbery
charges in connection with the the Pittsfield residence of his swelling of the brain, brought on
by massive injuries to the back of
November murder of a Maine parents.
Woodside, a transient said to be the head, including a fractured
man, according to Richard Keefe,
clerk of Strafford County Superior from Maine, had been .seen in and skull.
The injuries resulted from
Court. The trial is slated to begin at out of local bars the afternoon and
9:30 a:m. at the superior court.
evening before his death. repeated blows with a blunt
. Siel, 19, a -Pittsfield, NH,
Witnesses said he had been instrument, according to the police
reports.
resident was indicted April 2 on, flashing a wad of money.
"He (Seil) alledgedly used a beer
Two UNH studnets discovered
charges of the beating death of
Joseph Woodside, 35, while Woodside's body at approxi- mug in both instances," Heed said,
mately 1:45 am, in the bushes off a referring to the murder and
engaged in a robbery.
robbery charges.
Siel hijs been released on dirt path.
No mention has been made of
The contents of Woodside 's red
$100,000 bail, which his parents
put up in the form of cash and real backpack, including cigarettes and what items were alledgedly stolen
clothes were found strewn around from the victim, Keefe said.
estate.
Heed declined to comment on
Siel's father Vaughn Siel is chief the area of his body. Sources at the
of security at New Hampshire scene said his wallet was also the upcoming trial.
Technical institute and the former
chief of police in· Pittsfield.
Siel was previously indicted in
January~ on the same charges.
However the original indictments
were dropped due to what
Assistant Attorney General Peter
. Heed termed a "technical
difficulty."
The defense had filed two
motions to quash the January
indictments, said John Boeckeler,
one of the defense attornies. "Our
motion said the indictment was
insufficient."
The indictment did not allege all
the elements of the robbery crime,, ,
Keefe said. The state attorney
general's office sought the new
indictment when the grand jury
met on April I and 2.
Siel was arrested less than 19
hours after Woodside's body was
found off a path near the
Wilderness Trails Sports Sho(> on
Pettee Brook Land. At the time,
Siel was a freshman economics
major living in Stoke Hall. Siel has
since withdrawn from the
University; according to
University officials.
The Jal}uary court action ,had
released Siel from his $100,000 bail
committment, Keefe said. Murder suspect Barney Seil leaves Durham
However the bail money was Courthouse.(Jonathan Blake photo)

By Laura Meade.

Summer sidewalk in downtown Durham. ( Ned Finkel photo)

Commi ttee seeks . site
for new fire station
By Todd Balf
The UNH/ Durham fire station
site remains under consideration.
The Fire Station Study
Committee is looking optimistically at two sites off Mill Road.
The committee is investigating
the advantages of building the
proposed fire station near the
Shop and Save, or near the
electrical substation next to the
Oyster River.
The project to find an acceptable
fire station site has been
continually plagued by a lack of
feasible location~ for the last two ·
years.
More than a year ago the
University Trustees rejected a
proposal to build the fire station
between Madbury Road and
Pettee Brook Lane because of its
imposition on the future
University plans.
On November 21, 1979, three
sites being considered were the
Straf(ord Avenue extension, and
two spots located near Parking lot
B. David Flanders, director of
public safety, said then, "The ·
Board of Fire · Commissioners
recommended the B-Lot site
because we feel that it would be a
more viable location for a fire
station to serve the entire
community."
Flanders in that same interview
stressed the urgency of creating a
new facility. His con,cern was that
the fire staion could not control
rural fires because they are
currently storing firefighting
equipment in Lee.
Despite the endorsements of the
B-Lot site by Durham's Board of
Selectmen and the University ,
over 600 residents voted down the
proposal at the town meeting. The
attempt to float the $1,025,000
bond issue was approved by a
margin of 259 to 198, but lacked
the votes for the necessary two
thirds margin.
According to Flanders, the
problems in passing the bond issue ·
centered around its effect on the
Durham taxpayer and the peoples
inability to realize that presenting
a definite layout would require
hiring an architect and a
subsequent allocation of money.
The B-Lot proposal's failure
necessitated the formation of an
ad-hoc committee led _by chairman
Alan Waterfield. Waterfield said
on January 22 of this year "that
due to time limitations and the
comprehensive nature of the study,
only a progress report" could be
made to the Durham/ UNH
committee and at the March town
meeting last year.
Waterfield also talked of
locating a site with the
consultation of Durham/ UNH
Fire Chief Jonathan Greenwalt,

fire station personnel, and the
architectural firm of Isaak and
Isaak from Manchester.
During this relatively inactive
period for new propositions a new
problem developed concerning the
housing of the departments new
100-foot aerial ladder expected in
February. This prospective new
addition to the fire department
awakened many to the department's out-of-date facilities.
Waterfield had hoped to
complete · the search and I have
made a decision on the site by late
·spring. But on March 15 at a
Durham town meeting Waterfield
said, "The committee is only 20-25
percent into the project."
Besides Waterfield the
committee consists of Durham
residents Francis Robinson and
Robert Howland; and College of
Engineering and Physical Sciences
Dean Richard Davis and' his
assistant dean Donald Melvin.
The re-evaluation of the siks
and possible ways in which to
finance the sites has left the
committee at its present state with
the intensive investigation of the
Mill Road sites.

Moonie s seek Durha m membe rs
By Debbie Lukacsko

Members of Rev. Sun Myung
Moon's Unification Church once
again returned to Durham and the
UNH campus in an effort to recruit
people. This year, instead of being
based in Portsmouth, they have
worked out of Durham.
· The church members spent the

year circulating around the
campus and trying to get people to
join the church. This process is
called "witnessing," which Charles
Wheeler, the local leader explained
as "trying to meet with people and
talk with them about the
Unification Church."
The Collegiate Association for

Moonies protest in front of the Tin Palace on Main Street.( Jonathan Blake photo)

the Research of Principles

(CARP) held a demonstration on

March 6 in front of the Tin Palace
Restaurant on Main Street to
protest Soviet imperialism.
The seven members marched
holding signs that read, "Peace
Through Aggressive Defense" and
"Berlin 1936, Moscow 1980,
What's the Difference?" They also
chanted slogans, sang, and made
speeches condemning the Soviet
Union.
There was only one confrontation between a student and the
CARP members which was
quickly broken up by the police.
Later in the year, CARP
members wal}<:ed along Main
Street with petitions against Soviet
Imperialism.
Local merchants opposed the
CARP members petitioning on
Main Street. Jacqueline Straus,
owner of The Outback put a sign in
front of her store that stated, "Be
a}Vare--the people on the streets
with petitions are MOONIES!"
Many local merchants were
angered with the protestors in
front of their stores. But Straus
summed up their feelings when she
said, "We ask them to leave and
they do, but they come back a few
minutes later. We have a business
to run and can't go out every five
minutes to ask them to move."
Other merchants complained
because the Moonies would ~tand
in front of their stores and harass
their customers. Some of the
customers avoided the stores .to
avoid the Moonies.
Straus said she planned to take
this before a future town selectman
meeting. She will ask them to
require Moonies to identify
themselves when they · approach
the people.
On April 7, the selec~men voted
to allow the CARP. members to
Moonies, page 4
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This elderly man demonstrates •1•11mi aiui.:cai' power.(George Newton photo,

Seabrook-: A year

By Randy Blossom
Twenty minutes down the road
from UNH, on New Hampshire's
short co~stli~c, is . a _200 acre
construction site which 1s soon to
become either this state's largest
contribution to New Eniland's
power pool, or a time bomb ready
to detonate - depending. who you
ask.
Since construction began
Seabrook nuclear power plant,
demonstrations have become one

~

of the rites of spring in the Granite
State. To complicate matters even
more, the Public Service Co.,
builders of the nucl~r facili~y,
have been plagued with financial
problems.
In 1976, more than 1400
protestors were arrested and jailcci
after negotiating with the State of
New Hampshire for a legal
demonstration. In October, 1979,
approximately 2,000 dcmonstrators were beaten back by State

Dimond L~hrary
is allocated ·funds
By £athy Mabry
The Dimond Library has been
allocated an additional $25,000 for
this fiscal year by the University
System Board of Trustees.
Although an additional $7~,000
had been hoped for, earlier this
month it appeared the library
would get no extra money when
the proposal never made it"to the
Board's agenda.
However, the Board recently
drew the money from the
University's reserve fund, which-is
"an internal reserve for University
emergencies," said · Gordon
Haaland, vice president for
Academic•Affairs.
UNH Librarian Donald Vincent
said the money will be used as ·
academic department free funds.
"Department funds have been
diminished by the price of
periodicals," he explained.
Although Vincent said the funds
are "certainly helpful", they will
not cover all requests.
The library, with a budget of

$625,000, has been hard hit by

inflation because of rises in the
prices of periodicals.
The remaining money after
renewals and book purchases is
put into a free fund from which
departments can. request booh
they need.
,
Some departments have
depleted their funds totally. The
extra money will give them some
money "to spend carefully until
next fiscal year (July I-)," Vincent
said.
Haaland said they are in the
process of building the budget for .
next year--giving the library
special attention.
"The Board is very sympathetic
to the library," Haaland said.
"We11 make an effort to fund the
library as well as possible within
budget restraints."
Although Vincent said energy
aemands are taking a good deal of
the University's resources, he
expects "a sizable increase for next
Funds, page _4
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tu ents prepare for final exams in Dimond Library.(Ned Finkel
photo)
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Pobce and National Guardsmen as
they attempted to <?Ccupy the plant
to block construction,

News analysis

The Public Service Co. has
preached to New Hampshire's
consumers for years that "if you
want to continue to bathe, cook,
keep warm and tum on the
lights ... YOU NEED SEABROOK." But the Clamshell
A~liance and. the Coalition for
Direct Action at Seabrook
maintain that if the plant is
completed, nuclear disaster - tlic
destruction of lives and the
environment - is imminent.
Gordon Mc Kenny, spokesman
for the Public Service Company
has said that "the occupation
attempts are foolish, they're
breaking the law, and they don't
accomplish a goddam thing."
Dayton Duncan, spokesman for
NH Governor Hugh gallcn, said
that the state of NH has no
alternative, in the event of
accupation attempts, but to defend
the construction site with force.
"Their intent is to take down
fences and overwhelm police. The
issue is not the merits of nuclear
power, but private property. The
State's choices are totally
dependent on the ·decisions of
(the -demonstrators). The laws
.have to be upheld. If their
intentions are to destroy fences
and physically take over the site.. .it
leaves us no alternative but to
defend it," said Duncan.
The Coalition for Direct Action
has clearly stated their goal:
· "Our aim is to nonviolently and
collectively stop construction -of
the Seabrook nuclear power plant,
and build a direct action
movement against nuclear power
and the social, economic and
political systems which produce it.
Our intention is to take down the
fences and prevent construction by
·occupying the site.,, ,
The Coalition's motivation
toward their goal has been defined
in recently released publications as
the following:
--Every nuclear power plant
releases radioactive poisons to the
environment. Radioactive poisons
from used nuclear fuel can cause
cancer, leukemia, birth defects,
genetic damage, and heart disease.
-One of the poisons created plutonium - is the raw material of
atomic bombs. Theft of plutonium
or enriched uranium could lead to
nuclear proliferation and cause
·cancer epidemics.
--The nuclear fuel cycle, from .the •
mining of uranium to waste
storage, endangers workers due to
exposure from radiation.
fhe Coaliton also charges that
nuclear ower oniv exists to
benefit a small percentage m this
country - "America 's corporate
elite".
The Pu blic S ervice Co. , was
3 eabrook, page 10

By Kevin Sullivan
people in residence halls.
Fall semester everything will be Robillard estimates there will be
more expensive from costs of room 240 students in extended housing
and board, energy surcharges, and and another I SO at the Atlantic
tuition, to everything from books Motel, adding up to the total of
to beer.
approximately 4,800 students
According to Residential Life housed by the University.
Housing Coordinator Marc
Lounge buildups account for
Robillard, the cost of a single room much of the overflow of residents.
is going from this semester's $460 Next semester there will be
to $510 next semester, a double bu i ldups in Williamson,
.from $385 to $435, and a triple Christensen, Stoke, Hubbard,
from $318 to $358.
Devine , and McLaughlin,
Meal plan costs are going up as Robillard said.
well. The cost of the 19 meal plan is • Robillard also indicated the
going from $400 this semster to University was trying to spread out
$450 next fall. The 13 meal plan is the burden of the overflow to the
· up from $375 to $421. The smaller dorms, as well as the large
commuter 35 meal plan which was dorms which have always had to
$90 this semester will be up to $102 handle most of the excess. Triples
in September.
will be added to Lord ,
Robillard said the energy
McLaughlin, Scott, · Sawyer,
surcharge will be increasing even Fairchild, Hetzel, Alexander,
more drastically than the costs of Randall, Hunter, and Gibbs.
room and board. The surcharge
The rising costs of room and
for students residing in dorms will board are mostly due to the fact
be increased by 71 .4 percent, from that Housing and dining services
$49 this semester to $84 in the fall.
are self-supporting and they
On top of that charge, the Trustees receive no help from the
have also approved a $50 energy legislature, Robillard said.
surcharge for all students,
The majority of the extra money
Robillard said. When that $SO is paid by the students goes toward
added to the $84 paid by resident things such as grounds kecpil)g
students, the energy surcharge will and maintenance costs.
· have increased by 173.S percent for
"It's money we need for
students living in residence halls. •furniture replacement," Robillard
Robillard said his office said, "and the motels are
estimates there will be close to expensive, but the biggest jump in
4,833 students living . in what he cost is the cost of maintenance and
terms "extended housing," .which energy."
includes buildups, triples, the
The ·overcrowding of students is
Atlantic Motel, and Mill Road a necessary evil, according to
House. The Meadowbrook Motel Robillard.
in Portsmouth ~as part_ of the
"At a public school such as this
extended housing this year, but · one," Robillard said, "we don't
·Robillard said the University will have the advantage private schools
not use that facility next year.
have where there is rolling
..The whole idea of living off admissions. We have to try to get
campus like that," said Robillard, our· class on our first group of
"is to be able to cook your own admissions. If we need say 2,300
meals, and the Meadowbrook did students, we take somethina like
not have those kinds of facilities. 4,000 ancl _hope we g_ct_!hc right ·
Plus it was right on the flight path
amount."
and the party path of Pease Air
Robiilard explained .there arc .
Force Base. We just didn't think certain percentages on which the
we were getting our money's admissions arc made. There are
worth, although we were very figures about the percentage of .
happy with the · management students who drop out, who move
there."
off campus, etc., and Robillard
Without extended housing the said his office has to go by these
University could house 4,440 Increases, page 4

Two f ae Kwon Do dub members seem to be kicking at shadows in
this double exposure! (Jonathan Blake photo)
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Increases

-SPRING SALE-

continued from page 3

figures if they want to be anywhere
near accurate.
"If there is a shift in these
percentages," Robillard said, "a
fluke or something, we are in
trouble, and could end up with a
hundred or two hundred extra'
students. · That's why we take a .
conservativ e and cautious
attitude." _
.Robillard said the housing
situation as it stands now could be
improved. ·
"We could use 300 spaces
minimum," Robillard said, "and
then we would not even consider
transfers or readmits. That 300
would just take care of
overcrowding of students already
in residence halls."

FOR GALS
. Women's ~anskin Skirts Reg. $22.00 Now $11.00
Levi's-Special Group Reg. to $24.00 Now $12.50
Women's Tops Reg. to$24.00 Now$7.9 9
Pandora Blouses Reg. $16.00 Now $9. 99
All Women's Levi Pants Reg. $24.00 Now $16. 99 .
100 percent Cotton Turtlenecks ·& Cow.ls
Reg. $24.00 Now $8. 99
Special ·Group Pants & Skirts Now $9. 99
Sweatshirts Reg. $12. 95 Now $7. 99
Womens Tops· Orig. -t o$18.00 $4.99to$ 6.99

Administration
continued from page 1

Dwight Ladd has been named
WSBE Interim Dean.
Stevens and.Chase both said the
VP was leaving to 'hna a job
els~where in higher education.
"I know one of the national
organizations would want him.
And he wanted a change of
experience, "Chase said.
According to one University
source, Stevens's exit was intended
to be as quiet as possible to
minimize discord within Student
Affairs and the rest of the
University.
A rift between the Academic
Affairs office and the Student
Affairs office became so
aggravated last year a committee
was formed to study the pro1,lem.
At the end of the academic year,
Stevens would not comment on the
reasons or the d~tails of his
resignation.

FOR GUYS
Levi .Cords- Special Group Now $12.~0 .
Mens Shirts Reg. to $18.00 Now $11. 99
Levi Cords & Denim Reg. _$18-$20 Now $14.50 .

*************************************

PLUS THE BEST SELE CTIO N OF
·• ••••• ~ DICK IES •••• •••
only $11.50.

Many shoe specials for guys and gals I

BODY AND -SOLE

Funds
continued from page 3

fiscal year, as high as 25 percent,
enough to keep even with
inflation,,,, he said.
According to Vincent the other

Main St. Du'rha m, N.H.

r

WE'VE GOT THE
SUMMERTIME
BLUES,
AND JAZZ, AND
ROCK, AND FOLK,
AND MORE.

continued from page 2 .

solicit door-to-door for a 30 day
trial period ..
The members were given
permission to solicit ip the town
.
but not on campus. ·
The Board of Selectmen had no
choice. State law guarantees
soliciting rights _to all . religious
·
groups.
"Unfortu nately," said
Selectman James Chamberlain,
who chaired the\ meeting, "the
Board of Selectmen have no power
to prevent the Moonies from
soliciting. It's a free country you
know."
However, the residents were told
if the CARP members did bother
them, they had the right to call the
police to have them handle the
matter.
The CARP members follow the
Rev. Moon, who is said to have
conversed with God in 1936. They
follow Moon's commandments,
some of which include:
-"The whole world is in my
)>ower and I will conquer and
subjugate the world.''
-"We know those who hate us
most · are the Christian people.
They hate us because they are
possessed by Satan."
Wheeler said CARP members
are here only to present and teach
ideology and to expose the
Unification Church. "I want to get
to know the people better."

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 8:30-CLOSING-WEDS.-SAT.
HAPPY HOUR 4:30-6:30-MON.-FRI.
OYSTER BAR 4:30-6:30-THURS. AND FRI.
SUNDAY BRUNCH 11 :00-2:00

·SUN.~THURS. - 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
FRI., SAT. - 11 a.mi to 1:30 a.m.

THE

29Main-s t.

Durham-- _·
(across from the Dur ~ P:~t Office) ~
868-5151

.

STRAFFOR.D AVENUE
DURHAM, N.H. 862-2815. ·. l

Moonies

-WE WILL BE OPEN
FOR- THE SUMMER

NEW ENGLAND
CENTER

-

University System schools-Keene
· State College, Plymouth State
College and Merrimack Valley
College have a "similar problem,
but not as extensive."
Because they have no doctorc1l
programs their periodical holdings
are not as extensive-- the
proportion of funds spent for _
serials is less," Vincent said.
Haaland said he doesn't think
the money shortage for new
materials will affect the
University's ability to attract new
people. "We're not alone, it's
nation..wide," he said.

MASTERCHARGE AND VISA WELCOMED
•

♦

..

.

VISA

I

End of the year Wrap:":P.:in arts and features
In March, Marshall . Tucker,
stormed into Durham wilth their
kick-ass style of Southern rock.
UNH will never see so many
cowboy hats in one place again.
The Celebrity Series surprised
everyone by bringing Chuck
Mangione to Snively Arena in
April. The little man with the big
horn played to an audience that
included three generations of
people.
And although. the Sex Pistols
never got a chance to lull us with
their punk rock, Tarron Estes
provided us with an in-depth

Searching . through some old
issues, trying to decide what will go ·
in the summer issue of The New
Hampshire.
How soon we forget that the
likes of Robin Lane and the
Chartbusters and Robert Palmer
blessed this campus with their
rock-n-roll presence. .
In his review of Palmer, Joel
Brown wrote: "Those expecting a
·smooth seduction by a polished
singer were instead swept up _in
something like an explosion of
mutual lust between Palmer and
the audienc_e_.

{}Ro;,gh Draft by Kim Billings }{}j}{f{}{)}

The last ·issue blues

The Last Tango in Paris. The Last Waltz. The last issue
of the "New Hampshire." Finals next week--hani to find
reporters in. ilie library. Increase in out-of-state tuition.
Increase in energy surcharge ... no energy. Oh well.
New president Few-new deans. New fire truck New
police cruiser. New editor. Maybe a new fire station.
Same crummy typewriter with a faded ribbon. Same
MUB vending machine that breaks down on production
nights at the paper. Same Xerox machine that eats dimes
and forgets to copy.
Summer next week for all of us. Way ahead of the
traditional June 21. Late night celebrations after the last
class. Better still, after the last final. Kamakazees, straight
up please. Hold the lime juice.
Friends will graduate. Promises of letters and visits.
Lost addresses. Lost directions. Lost friends.
Durham will be silent soon. A few students will remain-those who forgot that math.requirement and those who
want to get it out of the way. Everyone needs math, even if
you are an English major.
No Howie on Main Street to save us from wa.Iking to the
MUB for a newspaper. No cheerful hellos as the man with a
Reagan button on his right-winged lapel and a Kennedy
Ein on his left, retires to Newmarket for the summer until
September. Have to adm!t., Dana, we'll miss him.
I've noticed in the past.couple of weeks that people are
trying to say something profound; either verbally oron the
walls of the bathroom or in the -personals of the "New
Hampshire." But, you know, there's nothing anyone can

article . on, the:·count~r. ~ture of
music: . She · writes: "Punk' ls· an
attitude, a revolution;" an open
degradation pointing to the
downfall of morals and values
cherished by what the older
generation knows as 'the American
·
wa_y of life.' "
Estes writes from experience, as
most week-ends will find her at the
Rat or Spit, two Boston punk-rock
·
clubs.
The UNH Theater brought four
major productions to the Johnson
Theater stage this year.
Tom Celli, UNH graduate
turned professional actor,
performed in David Magidson's
original play, .. Benchley Inside
Himself... The production went on
to Burlington, Vermont, where
UNH theater students performed
in the regional competidon of the

American · College Theater
Festival. Magidson portrayed the
character · ·of Benchley, taking
Celli's place.
"High Button Shoes" was the
department's example of musical
comedy. The time was 19.13, with
Scott Severance and Mark Proctor
playing the two wheeling and
dealing .business connivers that
every decade in American history
·
seems to have.
"London Assurance .. and ~he
Caucasian Chalk Circle.. were
performed this spring.
~he Caucasian Chalk Circle,..
written by German playwright,
Bertolt Brecht, was modified by
Jeffrey Martin, for the year 1985.
h was a play with a message and
probably one of the most difficult
pl~ys to perf<>nil, as the actors used
Brecht's style of theater, such as

the wearing of masks throu 5 r.out
_
the performance.
Tom Scharf summed up the
theater•s season by .saying: "I
thought they were pretty good.
The high light of the year was
David's (Magidson's) Benchley:"
"Benchley Inside Himself"
received honorable mention at the
regional competition in Vermont
from judges all over the country.
"We've had an extensive turnover of majors in the past year,"
Scharf continued. "There are a lot
of freshmen ~nd sophomores now,
and the bulk of them have done a
great job. I only expect bigger and
better things from them."
Next year, UNH plays will
include "Gypsey," by Stephen
Sondheim; Neil Simon's "The
Good Doctor"; Shakespeare's
"Hamlet"; and "What the Butler
Saw," by.Joel Orden. . ·

Oh, sweet fantasies

Write

There are some childhoodfantasie.s youjustneverout-·
grow. For me, my ultimate dream was to drive a firetruck.
It's not too much to ask. I don't want,to be a fireman ( or·
ftrewoman). I'm too scared of height& to want to run
around on the tops of roofs when the rest ofthe building is
burning out from underme. I'm not into climbing ladders
to rescue cats. And red lights and sirens aren't all that
exciting either.
I just want to drive a firetruck. Up.the block, around
the driveway, a few feet down the ro~--1 don't care bow
.
far.
Finally I got my chance:
I was at the fire station after an ambulance call, and a
bunch ofpeople were standing around one of the big red
firetrucks. It wasn't from Durham, so it gathered even
more attention. A lieutenant and driver were standing
beside it, talking amiably with the group.
The lieutenant mentioned that he'd never been around
the campus before, so I graciously offered to take him on a
tour--providing I got to drive the firetruck while giving a
guided tour. He kiddingly accepted, but the conversation
•
turned to another subject
/
So much for my offer.
Rose, another woman on the ambulance corps, also
kidded about driving the truck, and the firefighters
sart'srainingoutsidenowandschoolisover.Weneedthe
We were the only two women in the group, and I
laughed.
rain, for the {ardens and all. Maybe we need the break too.
got the distinct feeling they didn't even think we were
competent enough to handle the ambulance... never mind
;~:::--::,::,:::,:ct:,:.::::_:,:,:·:·:':::::::,
the truck. .
·
Rose's offer got about as far as my own.
1 This summer, WUNH will be on the air a minimum ot 17 The New Rock and Roli Showisalsotwohours.Cutsfrom 1 · Finally
the firefighters from the other town prepared to
be no later than 8 a.m., the the newest rock albums can be heard 8-10 PM Thursdays. I
will
time
on
Sign
day.
a
hours
1
leave .
,The weekend lineup remains intact. Fridays, "Caught
. .
earhest ever.
..,
The driver pulled the gleaming red truck out of the bay.
~ There are s~me schedule changes. Rock is still featured Live" is on at 5 PM followed by the BBC Rock Hour at 6 I
.,, week~ays un~d _6 PM. Soft Rock is played until 9 AM. PM. Saturdays, Public Affairs programs are on from 11 $2
The numerous silver dials gleamed in the dimming light,
.s Classical music 1s featured Monday and Tuesday 6-8 PM, AM until noon as well as Sundays 11-11:30 AM. Live :;; the noisy diesel engine disrupting the still night
!: followe~ by J~zz from 8-10 PM. The Chicago Symphony coverage of the demonstration at Seabrook station May 24 •
Suddenly, the engine stopped and the driver hopped out of
senes 1s aired Wednesday from 6-8 PM. Reggae music is one of the upcoming topics. The Basement Tapes come ;
0 tape
Most of the performances on the show are < the seat ,
1 has been moved to Thursdays for a full two hours,6-8 PM. on at 6 PM.recorded
in boston by WBCN and Starfleet ~
He nonchalantly walked around to the back ofthe truck,
I ~" I '-1
h~ Studios. T~ey are n~t ~vailable on records. _•
tM 1 _./4 ~ ~~r
turned to me and said, "I thought you were going to drive."
1
The Sat. Night Special is from 8-10 PM. The
JI
I \, \1 ' ~, -- ~ J O .,~)
As be climbed onto the jump seat at the rear ofthe truck,
I
music of a Rock & Roll Star is featured.
I warned him that my intentions were serious. He just
Sundays are filled with bluegrass and folk I
I
music. The Folk Show host Jack Beard is
I
smiled
leaving after two years of featuring local folk I
8
1lte lieutenant didn't seem to mind. My hand shook,
the
is
Portnoy
music live on the show. Fred
I g
than a little as I reached up to grab the little silver
more
I
new host. AU-Star Jazz is now on from 7-11
I
rail the firemen use to ease themselves into the
hand
I
is
Palmer,
PM. Blues, hosted by Sleepy John
10
driver's seat It took a great deal ofeffort to pull myfourfoot
on after LP Complete until 2 AM.
11
1
1:he schedule is subject to change without I
I
three frame into the cab. The seat was about level with my
·
notice.
,12
when I stood on the ground
nose
I
Daily Features:
I 1
I hopped into the cab and settled down into the black
LP Complete, ll:00 PM/ Extended Thumb, I
(ride board), 8:40 AM & 410 PM/ Lost and
vinyl seat My feet barely reached the pedals, but that was
I 2
Found, 3:30 PM/ Concert Report, 11 :20 AM I
I 3
the least of my wonies. Numerous interesting looking
& PM/ Feature Artist, 2:00-2:20 PM I
confronted me--1 could pick out the speedometer and
dials
listings)
(club
Town
the
on
Out
(weekdays)/
I 4
meter, and that was about it And there seemed to
gas
the
I
Mother
(Wednesday-Saturday)/
PM
4:30
I 5
be two levers for shifting gears. This was quite a bit
Earth News, 12:30 AM & PM/ Campus Close- I
Up, 7:30 AM (weekdays only)/ Schedule takes
I 6
different than the little VW I learned to drive in.
I
effect May 18.
I 7
I glanced nervously at the lieutenant "Seriously, I hope
I you know how to drive this thing," he said, looking
Sound•tal{e Sat. 10 PM
8
5-2'4 Doobie Bro..
I
I amused.
5-31 Sixth A.nniver.iry Show
I 9
"Seriously.. ;! don't," I · replied.. "But I can drive a
I standanl.
6-7 John Prine
6-14 Rupert Holme•
Just tell me where first gear is."
I 10
6-21. Soutluide Jo~nny & the A•bury I
11
shook my body as I slipped the truck into first •
tremble
A
Juke•
I and released the emergency brake. I could feel the weight
6-28 Tom Johruton
•I112
7-5 Johnny Paycheck w/Micliey Gilley I
1
of thousands of pounds of steel and rubber propelling me
1
• forward. My foot never touched the gas. But I noticed the
Sat Night Specials
~ 2
S2 lieutenant's knuckles were. white due to the tight grip he
8-10 'PM
Basement Tapes Continued
*Caught Live
~
had on the window sill.
:;;
5-24 Rolling Stone•
Bob Marley and the Wailers
7-5
clS Fridays 6 l"M w/out interuptions
_,
5-31 Winte Brother•
7-12
Hour
Rock
BBC
A.
After going forward about five feet, I slipped the gears
en
6-7 Savoy Brown
The Scorpions
::;
back into neutral, pulled the ·emergency brake and
~
·6 -14 Mott the Hoople
7-19 · Yes
O 5-23 Pretenders, Specials
'"
6-2l . Kinks
Blue Oyster Cult
7-26
I 5-30 Blondie
dismounted.
I
, 6-28 Deep Purple
Volunteer Jam
8-2
Boomtown Rats
6-6
next to
stood
I
face,
my
on
pasted
grin
ear-:to-ear
an
With
I
7.5 Cream
I Saturilays 6 Pm ·w/out interuptions 8-9 The Fools
the truck. My one childhood fantasy took less than five
7-i 2 Steve Miller
~~kH~~~~r
fjfff_fdsasement Tapes
~in~tes to acco~plish. But the memory will still last a
I lifetime.
7-19 Lou R eed
T. k
Ch
8 30
.
Rod Stewart, Billy Joel
7-26 Jame8 Gang
eap ric
•
· 24
Small thmgs amuse small minds I guess.
I 55-31
I . The lieutenant
y
T
8 2
Heart
9-6
Jackson Browne
to one day give me regular
en eara ra1 ter
·
Ant,· N k R II
9 -13
I 6 -7 Th. e.Wh o
I dri~ng lesso~ --allpromised
8-9 Traffic
· u e ~ Y
whole parldng lot. rd love to
a
around
8- 16 Eme r8~ L a ke & Pa lm er
(rec.- 5-6-79 in D.C.)
I 6-14 J1m1 Hend~ix
I do it, but I thmk fll take a rain check. It's time to let a few
'
A -1 w!
Springsteen
9-20
Johnny Winter
6-21
3
8
B pdr, C ,ne
-~
(rec. at Palladium)
IL 6-28 Led Zeppelin
J other kids live out their life-long fantasies. ·
ompany
a
8 ·••0

features
for the
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Main, Street Resturant & Cafe
164 Main Street Newmarket

Women's Center
~~

Now Serving
Lunch Mon-Fri: 11 :00-2:00
Dinner Mon-Thurs: 5:00-10:00
Fri & Sat: 5:00-11 :00

•
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Something New. Has Arrived!

Fine Dining - Light Meals - Deserts

Roller Skates

NOWOPEN
R-WTRAVEL

Sealed
Bearing
~
Indoor
..,, .Outdoor ·
Wheels

Removable
Leather
Athletic
.Shoes .

This Is A Professional Quality Skate
and Usually SeHs For s75 to s95

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED IN
THE Durham Shopping -Center

Our Price s5499 _ro s5399

.

OPEN NIGHTS .UNTI.L 9_
IWHY PAY MORE?I

868-1830.
Here to service all your
travel needs.
· Plenty of Parking Space

RED'S @!9"» :
Broadway

WEEKOAvs·
9:30-9

SATURDAYS
9-5:30

Dover

May -22,23,24,25

· Madigan (rock,ol~ie·s )

Madigan (rock,· oldies)·

May 2s·
Tom Chandler (folk)

May21

Tony Mason

*Memorial Day Weekend•
May 29, 30, 31

WHITE MOUNTAIN EXPRESS
........ , ... ........... ................................................ .. ............................. ....... .
·

Boo'bette Band

June 5,6,7

VISA•

11

'j _·___

I

M ake your reseroations anytime
for lunch & dinner & and join us at the

HOOK & LADDER LOUNGE

,\d
"""'

Seabrook
continued from page 3

May18

.&

campus so they tacked. on five
guidelines to the Center's concept. ·
The Center had until April to
"informally follow" the guidelines.
By April the Senate found that
the Center's improvement wasn't
enough and they voted to rescind
SAFC funding.
The issue became an emotional
one, which culminated Monday,
April 14, when members of the
.. Women's Center were locked out
of their office. Student Body
President Cheryl Brown, and SAF
council chairman Dave Coldren
requested a lock change on the
door of the Center's office.
"The situation should have been
handled better," said Blume. "I feel
that it is justified that they lost
lunding. But not because of a
sexist maneuver, because of
irresponsibility.
"I think that the actual women
in the Women's Center got hurt
from the whole thing," he said.
"We were treated very badly by
the Student Senate--unfairly, for
1one thing. This type of behavior is
·totally unacceptable, and I hope it
doesn't happen to any other
student organization," Palley said.

operatipn was the limited office
· hours and little · or no
programming I during the first
to~ard a non-sexist society." , ' . ·
semester.
Two of the complaints the
The Senate felt that there was a
Senate had about the Center's need for a Women's Center on
'

' contin~ed froih page 1

Orchard St., Dover, N.H.

.forced to lay off over two thousand
· workers in March and April of this
year due to rising interest rates and
the general worsening of the .
economy. Spokesman for the
utility are unable to predict when
full-scale construction will .
continue.
The Coaliton branded the
· layoffs, "another example of the
way in which large corporation
reap · all the profits of nuclear
power", but impose the failures
and hardships on the laborer and
consumer. Public Service
spokesman McKenney "alled the
statement "hogwash".
The Seabrook power plant is:·
presently 25 percent complete. ·i'le '
first reactor of the plant is
scheduled to be completed in 1983.
The Unit 2 reactor will not be
finished until 1985. The cost for the
total project has risen from the
projected figure of 1.2 billion, to a
present etimate of 3.2 billion.
In a copµrighted story released
May . S, the Concord Monitor,
reported that "if the · Seabrook
nuclear power plant never
generated a single kilowatt, New
.England would have so much
power ten years from now that
nearly a fifth of the power
available would be uneeded on the
coldest, most demanding day of
the winter, according to the
industry's own forecasts."
The report said that w~thout
completing either of the plant's
twin reactors, the New England
Power Pool would still be able to
set aside 4,826 megawatts as a
reserve, 24 percent more than the
projected demand. This 24 percent
surplus is the amount the utilities
say they need in the event of plant
shutdowns or other emergencies.
The report also stated that the
New England Power Pool's
predictiop for energy consumption
in the 1970's have been "wildly
wrong", and consistently high: "In
a 1968 forecast, for example, the
power pool said the highest - or
peak demand for electricity for last
winter would be 23,171 mega watts
· in the six-state region. In fact, it hit
15,311 - 7,860 short of the mark."
The Monitor's figure's proved
that -the Public Service Co. shard·
the difficulty in projecting energy
consumption for the 1970's. In
fact, in nine studies publicized
between 1971 and 1979, the PSC
misread the energy demand for
every winter. It overestimated New
Hampshire energy consumption a
total of 42 times according to the
Monitor.
The most important fea ture of
the story, however, lies hot in the
fig ures revealed, but in the public
airing of a question that must be
answered bv each and everv :' ew
Hampshire- citizen: ''DO WE
NEED SEABROOK?"
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Wildcat hockey.J11 -;recovery stage
By Larry McGrath
After 12 years of coaching UNH
hockey, Charlie Holt has it all in
perspective.
"Remember that its only a game.
Only keep in mind that winning
makes it more pleasant ten years
down .t he line," mused the Wildcat
mentor.
This past winter wasn't as
pleasant as the season before. The
'Cats defended their 78-79 ECAC
crown by going 12-17 and sitting·
out this years post-season play.
"Your strength usually lies in the
upper class, " Holt said. "This past
season we only had two seniors
(Bob, Francis and· John Normand)
on the squad. This coming year we
look to get back into. balance."
Francis, the captain of the 79'80 team was the leader that every
team needs to compete on a high
level. His skates will be filled by
forward Dana Barbin and
defenseman Sean Coady next year.
Goalie Greg Moffettt returns
once again hoping to regain some
of the glory of his sophomore year.
The 78-79 season saw the littleknown Maine burst upon the
collegiate hockey scene leading the
'Cats to their lone ECAC title.
Moffett was named fo the second
team in both the All-New England
and the All-East squads.

:;teady
This year M;offett face
barrage of opponent's , ltS but
UNH
recruiting efforts by tl
coaching staff (assistat ; Bob
Kullen and Dave O'Conn r) have
landed five top forwards.
George White (Arli .1gton
Mass.), Steve Lyons (Mi''cn
Mass.), Dan Potter from MT.
Charles H.S. in Rhode Island, anci
Paul Barton and ·Ken Chisholm
both from Stratford, Ontario will
all lend their scoring tralents to the
Wildcats as freshman this year.
"If we're going to give up as
many goals as we did last year, it's
only logical to assume that we11
need to score a lot more," Holt
said.
With recent graduates now
skating in professional rinks across
the country Holt feels that college
hockey is now being used as a
source of NHL talent .
"There's danger to underestimate the talent of those close to
you," Holt said. "We've seen some
good talent here, Bobby Miller and
Rod Langway are skating in the
NHL, and Steve Christoff, Mark
Johnson and the BU kids from the
Olympic team were all opponents,
so you can see the level of
competition we face here in close
to the best in the country," Holt
said.

UNH's Jay Miller catches RPI goalie Kevin Constantine out of position and tucks the game winning goal
underneath his outstretched arm g_iving the Wildcats a S-4 win. (Art lllman photo)

Wildcat hoop gets ·dunked
By Bill Nader
With eight of ten teams assured
of a playoff berth in the ECAC
basketball North, one might
expect New Hampshire's chance at
post season play to be high. But
despite the odds, the Wildcats were
never considered a serious
contender last season.
UNH finished with a 4-22
record, last in the division: The
Wildcats have never boasted a
strong basketball program and
own only four winning seasons
since World War II.
Senior co-captain Ken Herbert
missed the entire season with a
non-malignant tumor on the tibia.
His abs_enoe hurt this green team,
three freshmen and six
·sophomores, in the leadership
department. Herbert is currently
on a rehabilitation program and
may return this year to play out his
.
final year of eligibility.
The Wildcats can mak~ a strong·
case for being the worst
rebounding team in Division I.
Sophomore center Mike Keeler led
the team with 7 .8 per game, but

win.
"New Hampshire is not a very
good basketball team," Perno said
after the first of the two
encounters. "We won this game on
talent alone. The "W" is nice and
that's what you strive for, but this
was a step backward."
The Wild_c ats got their revenge
the second time around, but
proceeded to get blown away by
Dufour's game was strictly
Division II Springfield in their
outside. He shot the ball as well as
next outing.
any guard in the league, but
This year UNH is loaded in the
defenses could afford the luxury of
backcourt, but appear to be weak
concentrating their efforts on
again up front. Dan Nolan, a 6-6
shutting off Dufour because of forward - from Connecticut has
UNH's lack of an inside game.
been recruited, but he is expected
Dufour personally accounted · to be used on the wing.
for two of UNH's four victories
A pair of guards, Al McLean
with beat-the-buzzer baskets.
and Mike Dineen have also
decided to come to New
But the biggest win of the
Hampshire. McLean will be used
season, and they're all big at UNH,
exclusively at guard and reports
was a stunning 61.;.59 upset of
are that he is a "blue-chipper."
highly regarded Connecticut. The
Dineen can also be used at
Wildcats had lost to the Huskies
forward.
earlier in the season, and U Conn
Freshman backcourt star Robin
coach Dom Perno was not overly
impressed with New Hampshire's ·Dixon summed up the season
saying, "When we come back next
ability or overly pleased with his
year, we ain't going to be smiling."
team's performance in its 71-62
most of his success occurred early
in the season.
Opposing centers battered and
bruised Keeler's ' frail 6-8, 180
pound body and he could do little
in defense except suck it up. Keeler
also led UNH in scoring with 10.8
points per game, follo~ed closely
by graduated captain ·Paul Dufour
(10.6).
. \

Sport Shorts

Laxwomen hope for 5th

LPGA aids UNH women

The University of New Hampshire's women
lacrosse team, seeded eighth in the NCAA
playoffs, was defeated by number one seed
Maryland 6-1, in the second round of competition.
The Wildcats defeated Princeton 10-4 earlier in
the day but were pitted against Maryland three _
hours later on the opening day of competition held
on May 9.
UNH assistant coach Suzzane
Rousseau-Coffey said that Maryland, which
receiyed a bye in the opening round, was
",jefinnitely beatable."
Senior Donna O'Brien, UNH's leading scorer
and premier offensive threat, suffered a pulled
thigh muscle during the Wildcats 10-4 win over the
Tigers and did not play against Maryland.
Maryland however, was eliminated from its
chance for the crown later in the playoffs. UNH
came back the next day with a 6-3 victory over
Virginia and was hoping for a fifth place finish
after laying claim to the number three spot last
year.

Damart Thermawear, in conjunction with the
University of New Hampshire Women's Athletic ·
Department, has put together an LPGA supported
Pro-Am golf tournament scheduled for Jqne---I-6-to
raise funds for women's athletics at UNH.
The tourney has attracted a few of the top
professionals including Jane Blalock, a native of
Portsmouth who is listed among the top ten in the
nation.Sylvia Berolaccine, Jerilyn Britz, Alice
Ritzman, and Sally Little have also made
arran~ements to play. ·
UNH women's Athletic Director Gail
Bigglestone is still looking for voulunteers who in
return will receive free admission.

1

Wildcat forward Chris Gildea snakes between URI forwards Gilson
DeJesus and Mark Upshaw in a UNH loss in Lundholm
Gymnasium. (George Newton photo)

For sale
For sale by owner. Four room house,
two bedrooms, large · living room,
raised hearth fireplace, bath, kitchen. Attatched garage with electric
_door. Landscaped, gardens, lot size
62 feet by 100 feet. Could be comfortably heated with ·wood stove. By appointment only. Call 209-363-3704.

compiled by Bill Nader _

Laxmen in East-West
The UNH men's lacrosse team will be well
represented in the East-West game scheduled for
May 18 in Springfield, Mass.
The all-senior classic has attracted midfielder
Eric Fraser, defenseman Jay Leech and goalie
Peter (Linus) Sheehan from UNH's 6-6 team.
Wildcat coach Ted Garber, the youngest mentor
in Division I, will head up the East team.

Wildcat nine in playoffs
Penn St. and Pennsylvania were scheduled to
meet in the finals.
Subjectivity often leads to irony. The UNH
baseball team finished with a 23-11 record last year
and yet the ECAC playoff selection committee said
not good enough to the UNH efforts.
This year UNH finished with a 12-10 mark and
the trip to Holy Cross was given the g1.:een light.
The Crusaders, who will play host to the tourney,
claimed the third spot while UNH is the fourth and
final team to earn post-season play.
Maine was seeded first and last year's District I
champion, Connecticut, has the second spot.
T.he playoffs begin Friday, May 16 with the
Wildcats scheduled to play Holy Cross.
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Sports
UNH foot.hall: From dynasty to mediocrity
By Bill Nader
After winning its second straight
Yankee Conference championship
in I 976, UNH lost to Montana
State University 17-16 in the
Division II national playoffs.
MS U went on to win the
championship, leaving UNH. head
coach Bill __ Bowes proud that his
team was one point away from the
number one team in the nation.
In 1977, the talk of a dynasty
surrounded the UNH football
program. But Massachussets
humbled New Hampshire with a
19-6 win, which carried an
automatic playoff bid to the victor.
Today the talk surrounding the
UNH football program has ·bl.!en
reduced to mediocrity. UMass has
dominated UNH for three
29-0 one-sided affair last season in
·
Durham.
Currently, Massachusetts has
recorded three consecutive
Yankee Conference titles and the
dynasty talk now resides in
·
Amherst.
Last season, UNH wide receiver
Dave Loehle (Seattle) and
linebacker Greg Donahue
(Cincinnati) accepted free agent
contracts from the NFL. New
Hampshire is developing a
reputation as a lineb~cker
manufacturer with Dave Rozumek
(K_c!_IJs_a s City) and Bruce Huther·
(Dallas) already veterans of
professional football.
Loehle and Donahue headed up

a list of 16starterswho fell victim to
the disabled list during the season.
Injuries decimated the 5-4-2
Wildcats, marking the first time
since 1974 that UNH failed to win
six games.
This coming season has its usual question marks. Inexperienced
junior Dennis Stevens is expected
to assume the quarterbacking
duties vacat~d by Tom Leavitt.
Leavitt entered last season in the
same type of situation with which
Stevens enters: back-up turned
starter.
New Hampshire has always
been strong at the tailback position
and this season should be no
exception. Bowes uses the I
formation which caters to both
Jim Quinn and Dwight Hamsley,
returning lettermen with ability
.
and experience.
Doug Romano (tight end) and
Keith "Chainsaw" Reynolds
(defensive tackle) were voted cocaptains by members of the team.
"The voting was overwhelming
and that shows the respect held for
both of them," Bowes said.
Bowes is concerned about the
linebacking situation, having lost
three of four stai;.ters to
graduation. Defensive back Ron
McDonald is expected to make the
transition to outside linebacker
and the impression given by the
UNH coaching staff is that
McDonald could be one of the best
ever.
New Hampshire fullback Chris Pinter is caught in the Maine squeeze. But it was UNH which squeezed the joy
out of Maine's homecoming, 23-0. (George Newton photo)

UNH women skate alone
By Boston Neary

\
· Freshman left wing Marcy Pannabecker led UNH with four goals
and three assists during the EAIA W Championships. (Photo by
Nancy Hobbs)

Traditional superlatives just
can't give adequate credit to head
coach Russ Mccurdy and his
icewomen. Fortunately, the
numbers and titles speak for
themselves.
The icers closed out their third
straight untarnished season at 22-0
and extended their intercollegiate
streak to 53-0-1. No one can argue
the fact that the Wildcats are the
uncontested rulers of U.S.
women's hockey.
Victory No. 53, a 5-2 win over
Providence College, had to be the
sweetest of all, as it brought home
top honors in the first EAIA W
Regional Ice Hockey Championships ever held. At this point in the
development of women's ice
hockey, the tournament is also
viewed as · the top national
competition.
Providence had fallen twice to
the Cats, 6-3 and 8-0, during the
regular season, and the _Lady

Friars came to regionals bent on
revenge. PC hopped out to a 1-0
lead before UNH's Cindy McKay
slapped home one -goal and
assisted on two. others in a twominute stretch of first period
action.

career point milestone.
The Cats outscored opponents
190 to 30 over the course of the
year.
The Wildcats' domination drew
widespread media attention
highlighted by a feature segment
aired in early March on WBZ'TV's ·
"Evening Magazine."

The Lady Friars roared back,
outplaying the Wildcats
throughout the second period and
valiantly keeping the game a 3-2
nailbiter until 13:56 in the third
period, when UN H's Kathy Bryant
eased in an insurance tally,
followed by Gail Griffith's score at
16:29.

Showfog incredible prowess as
freshmen were forwards Marcy
Panna becker (Chelmsford,
Mass.), Kip Porter (Framingham,
Mass.), Laura Brown (Auburn,
Mass.), and defenseman Cindy
McKay (Foxboro, Mass.).

Four lines deep in offensive
power, talent overflowed on the
UNH roster. There was passing
wizardry from juriior (Gabrielle
Haroules (Lexington, Mass.),
while teammate Bryant (Millis,
Mass.) notched 72 points (30 goals,
42 assists) in a season that saw the
tiny right wing blast past the 200th

McCurdy loses only two
seniors, but they're a pailr that
played a major role in the team's
three-year varsity history. Cocaptains Gail Griffith (Woburn,
Mass.) and Kelly Stune
(Watertown, Conn.) played in all
but two games in the UNH squad's
54-game undefeated odyssey.

Everything's coming up roses for them
They struck without warning and they have
taken usbysurprise. Wethoughttheyweregoing
_about their housework orwatchingtheirfavorite
soap, but we were wrong. TheywereplottiµgThe
Takeover, and we have been had.
Women have been oppressed in athletics and
in life. But they have endured, and now I hasten
to add, they have conquered. And for those ofyou
out there who doubt the truth, I command you to
examine the facts.
111 make it simple and begin with the
University of New Hampshire, an ordinary if not
consexvative institution nestled neatly in the
woods of New Hampshire.
We allowed Gloria Steinem entrance to the
University. We thought charging two-fifty and
four bucks would keep the feminists away. But
they came. The Granite State Room was filled

100-1." How can a filly expect to beat the best
ideas aimed at destroying our superiority. And
three year old studs at a mile andaquarter?The
the feminists listened . .Male feminists,
Derby is a test of endurance and we all know
'Judasites, applauded as she spoke in her soft
about male masculinity. We were wrong. And
feminine voice. They were gaining momentum.
even worse, she came from behind, looked each
Suddenly, the Evelyn Handler presidency
stud in the eye and snickered as she galloped by.
began to look as hannless as a rattlesnake
·Temporarily stunned, I recovered by
crawling down my shirt. Hundler supplied them
remebering the masterful ride of her male pilot
with a symbol of power and success. They could
And the superb conditioning administered by
identify with her. I remembered the wonis·ofMs.
Steinem. "Women are becoming ihe men they - her male trainer. And lest we forget, it is the Run
for. the Roses. The 12 males had obviously
would like to many." To hell with gaining
permitted the filly to win the right to hang the
momentum. They had the situation under
roses around her neck. Such gentlemen.
cont.ml. ·
Then, like the Grinch down in Whoville, I had
On 'the first Saturday in May, a filly won the
a c~ange of heart. After all, who was I tzying to
Derby. I examined the field as the horses were
kid? I had rooted on both President" Handler and
introduced. They said Genuine Risk was the first
Genuine Risk. Everybody loves a winner. As for
filly to run since 1959, and the last filly to win
Gloria Steinem, give me time. I've come a long
was Regret in 1915. The odds were 13-1 on
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